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The Heist 

 

This scenario can hopefully be played solo or with two or more players. One 

party is attempting to rob a bank and escape safely with the loot. The other 

parties (or in the case of a solo game, wandering bystanders, NPCs, the system 

or even just karma) is attempting to stop this. I’ve set it up for Hell by Starlight 

but I have no doubt other systems will work just as well.  

The background 

A group of ‘Hawkmen’ mercenaries have been paid off from a contract and, 

feeling cheated, they have decided to award themselves a ‘one-off cash bonus.’ I 

used Hawkmen figures produced by The Scene 

 

https://thesceneuk.com/shop/15mm-figures/hawk-men/hawk-men/ 

https://thesceneuk.com/shop/15mm-figures/hawk-men/hawk-men/
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These are in 15mm and so I’ll stick with other 15mm figures as well. But the 

scenario will play out every bit as well with 28mm figures in jump packs or even 

54mm toy soldiers rappelling down a rope to escape. Mind you here I am getting 

ahead of myself. 

The wargames table 

Think of a pleasant promenade. A rather agreeable street where people go to be 

seen. One side is lined with upmarket boutiques, expensive restaurants, banks, 

and very desirable residences. The other side has the low balustrade and a view 

out over small islands of land poking out of a sea of cloud. (The cloud is 

hundreds of feet deep and is a permanent feature)  For street furniture you can 

have benches, bandstands, over-priced souvenir stalls, and twee ice-cream 

vendors. All in the best possible taste. 

The world of Besatoom has a comparatively simple financial system. The 

populace, unable to see the advantages that might accrue to them by moving to 

an entirely electronic monetary system where details of their spending are 

available to the tax authorities, their employer, their spouse, and that curious 

fourteen year old who spends all his time playing on his computer, insist on 

using cash for many transactions. In an expensive area like this, the bank on the 

promenade will undoubtedly have a lot of cash to hand.  

The Hawkmen 

These are First Class Regulars with a reaction total of 18. 

This force consists of a ‘hand’ of five men. 

The pilot. Veteran, Ablat armour, combat blaster (energy rifle) He remains in the 

air car, hidden in the clouds. 

The ECM specialist. Normal, Ablat armour, combat blaster (energy rifle), He too 

remains in the air car. 

If things get desperate, they can bring the civilian hired air car up to attempt a 

rescue. They have their personal firearms.  

The assault team. 

The sergeant. Veteran, Ablat armour, combat blaster (energy rifle). One blasting 

charge.  

Wingman one. Normal, Ablat armour, combat blaster (energy rifle). One blasting 

charge. 

Wingman two. Normal, Ablat armour, combat blaster (energy rifle). One blasting 

charge. 

This gallant band has a plan. The ECM specialist will reprogramme the guard 

robot and ensure the bank doors remain open. The assault team will go into the 

bank, get the staff to empty all the tills, and then leave, going over the 
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balustrade and joining the other two in the air car hidden under the cloud, which 

will then leave.  

The Guard Robot. 

 

Obviously use whatever figure you have to hand. It is weaponised but need not 

be quite as ostentatiously as the illustration.  

From the point of view of an ECM officer, this robot is an ‘Electronically Capable 

Unit’. It has a built in defence of 5 points.  

Its casing counts as Light Armour.  

It is armed with at least one intermediate cartridge automatic weapon. 

(Effectively an assault rifle). It is also linked to the bank doors. If it comes 

under attack it can cause the bank doors to close. The doors also have an 

electronic warfare defence of 5 points.  

The Police 

The forces of law and order are on hand. Roll a d6 at the end of the first 

move when there is firing, explosions, or people with weapons entering the 

bank. The first police will arrive on a 6. On the second move roll two dice and 

they’ll still arrive on a 6. On the third move, roll three dice and they’ll still 

arrive on a 6. From then on just keep rolling three dice every move as more 

reinforcements arrive.  

The number of dice rolled is the number of police who arrive. Continue rolling 

and in subsequent moves, more reinforcements can arrive. They will appear 

at random at either end of the Promenade.  

The police count as militia with a reaction total of 15. 

Roll for each man.  
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1,2,3,4 Green, flak armour, armed with police energy carbine. 

5, Normal, flak armour, armed with police energy carbine. 

6, Sergeant, Veteran, flak armour, armed with energy carbine.  

If you’re looking for figures in 15mm have you seen these? Still available after 

many years  

 
 

https://www.alternative-armies.com/collections/15mm-laserburn-and-asgard-

ranges 

 

Heroic Random Bystanders. 

This is one of those situations where the table looks a lot better when it ’s got 

all sorts of stallholders and similar. Roll a d6 every turn and on a roll of 1, an 

‘unarmed civilian’ turns out to be armed. Pick the figure at random and they 

will (if within range) have a pistol of some sort, or might even produce a 

shotgun, submachinegun or energy carbine from under the counter of their 

stall. (They take shoplifting very seriously here. Only the survivors are 

prosecuted.) 

They are unarmoured and count as Militia, reaction total 14. On a 1 they’re 

veteran, 2,3 Normal and 4,5,6 Green.  

The Alternative Armies Laserburn range has suitable civilians as well.  

 

 

https://www.alternative-armies.com/collections/15mm-laserburn-and-asgard-ranges
https://www.alternative-armies.com/collections/15mm-laserburn-and-asgard-ranges
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Hacking the Robot and the doors. 

Normally the ECM rules are for games when there are both opportunities to 

attack and assets that must be defended. Here we have somebody using mid-

level military equipment to hack what is, in military terms, an obsolete robot. 

The ECM officer can bring 20 points to overwhelm a 5 point defence. Also 

within the game you’re normally trying to outthink and opponent. If you’re 

playing this solo you aren’t. Even if you have an opponent I’d suggest you try 

this. 

The ECM officer can pour all 20 points into either the doors or the robot. At 

this level he’ll swamp the defence and in the case of the doors can burn the 

system out so they’re locked open. In the case of the robot he can scrap the 

original programme so the robot stands waiting to be reprogrammed. 

But if he hits the doors, the robot will respond, putting out an alarm, and this 

will bring increased ECM defence as well as police. 

If he hits the robot, the doors will shut and lock electronically. It will take all 

three blasting charges to open them enough to get through.  

Alternatively the ECM officer can split his 20 points between his two targets.  

Subtract from the points he allocates the defence, and roll a d6 and less than 

or equal to the total to succeed.  

So if he puts 10 points into the robot, that is 5 more than the defence so he 

has to roll 5 or less on a d6 to take over the robot. 

With the doors it’s quite simple. Just lock them open and burn them out. With 

the robot when your attack is successful, the robot stands there. Next move 

you can reprogramme it with the programme of your choice (which you can 

write using the rules in Hell by Starlight) and you’ve got an ally. 

Robbing the bank. 

For each hawkman in the bank, roll 3d6 per move. That’s the amount of cash 

he collects in thousands of credits per move. So the three of them roll 33 

between them, so that’s 33,000 credit’s they’ve managed to bag. To succeed 

they have to escape with at least 100,000 credits. There will be no armed 

resistance inside the bank, the various tellers will empty their tills into the 

bag provided they have a gun toting desperado present. You don’t really have 

to model this bit. You just need to know how long they’re going to be in 

there. 

Playing the Game 

This is a simple run through to give you a feel for Hell by Starlight 

Move 1 The ECM officer puts 10 points into the Robot and another 10 into the 

doors. He rolls a 3 and a 4 so both are now under his control, and nobody has 

noticed anything. 
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Move 2 The ECM puts his own programme into the robot. It now has a 

standard combat robot programme, recognises hawkmen as friends and will 

obey the sergeant. 

Three hawkmen saunter innocently across the promenade and into the bank.  

Move 3. The hawkman sergeant produces his blaster and announces that it’s 

a robbery. He has two others with him so they roll 9d6 

25,000 credits are thrust into the bag. An alarm goes off in the police HQ who 

immediately divert all units to the bank to look for hawkmen.  

Move 4. No police arrive. 28,000 more credits are thrust into the bag. 

Move 5   No police arrive, and another 32,000 credits are added to the bag. 

Obviously practice makes perfect. 

Move 6 Three police come around the corner from the north side of the 

Promenade and assess the situation. The robot standing calmly at the door isn’t 

exactly what they expected.  

Inside the bank, by looking down the side of chairs and in jacket pockets they 

manage for find a further 34,000 credits. They’re well over the 100,000 target. 

The sergeant decides that next move they’ll move out. 

Move 7 Another three police arrive, one a sergeant. He tells three to put down 

covering fire on the door, whilst he and two others move towards the door, 

telling people to disperse or at least take cover. 

One of the hawkmen comes to the door to check it’s safe. The three police 

officers laying down covering fire react. By putting down covering fire they 

interrupt the hawkman’s move so ‘shoot out of turn.’ 

They’re militia, their sergeant is within a move so they still feel his comforting 
presence.  They roll on the dice for first seeing an enemy. All three roll and get 

a result type l, ‘Continue with current orders. Fire b.’  
Their orders are to put down covering fire, and Fire b is  Aimed Automatic 
Fire. 

They open up on him. They’re green troops so roll a d4. As he’s in soft cover, 

looking round the door, they shift down to d2 (or half d4). For their carbines at 

this range they roll a d6.  

You need 9 to hit and they most they can score is 8 so they’ve missed. The 

hawkman they’ve been shooting at has to react. As a first class regular under 

fire he rolls a 5 and gets a choice of results, h or b. 

H is ‘Advance to next cover. Fire c.’ 

B is ‘Defenders prepare to receive enemy. Fire a.’ 

He goes for fire a, at those firing at him. He also shouts to the sergeant that 

they have problems. 

Fire a is selective fire. As a normal he gets a d6, it drops to d4 because he ’s 

under fire, goes up to d6 because he’s using selective fire. (I’ve not counted 

the police here as in cover or in the open because there is so much clutter.)  
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His energy rifle at this range is d10. So he rolls a d10 and a d6 needing a 9 to 

hit, and scores a grand total of 3.  

Move 8 

The police sergeant and his two companions go to ground, the three doing 

covering fire scramble for cover, (So they’re not doing covering fire any 

more.)  

The hawkman sergeant orders the robot to open fire on the sergeant and his 

two men, whilst he and the other two hawkmen run for the balustrade. 

Robot firing. This puts down automatic fire on the three police. The sergeant 

and one man can be caught in the burst. As an automatic system the robot 

rolls a d10, but this drops to d8 because its targets have gone into cover. For 

the weapon, an assault rifle at this range rolls d10. So the robot rolls a d8 

and d10 for each man. He rolls a total of 6 and misses the sergeant, and rolls 

17 to hit the other man. Given he’s wearing a flak jacket he’s got about 50% 

armour coverage. The rifle got an odd number so he’s been hit where the 

jacket doesn’t protect him. So he’s a casualty, in a pretty bad way (because if 

it was ‘but a scratch’ he wouldn’t count as a casualty) and needs medical 

help. 

The hawkman sergeant and his two men, running across the promenade, test 

for reaction, after all they are under fire. (The doorway they’ve run through 

was so that’s good enough). They’re testing under the voluntary section of 

the table, to see what their fire type is. They all get an m which gives fire 

type c. This is unaimed automatic fire.  

The sergeant goes for the police sergeant and the unwounded man, the other 

two split their fire at the three who were giving covering fire.  

The two normal troopers get d6, down to d2 for moving, down to d0 for the 

target to be in soft cover, and well below zero for unaimed automatic fire. So 

they only roll one dice. The weapons at this range get a d10. Nobody gets hit 

but the three police are well and truly under fire.  

The sergeant being a veteran is better but still is only going for one dice. He 

also hits no body but sprays the area pretty effectively. 

The police react before firing back. 

The sergeant and his unwounded colleague roll. The sergeant fires wildly, 

falling back and trying to drag the wounded man after him. The other man 

just runs back a move, again firing wildly. 

Wild fire won’t hit the target but does at least put them under fire. 

The three troopers who were doing the covering fire now have to react. 

They’re testing under ‘voluntary’ section because they need to know what 

dice to roll. As it is, they all bug out, firing wildly as they leave cover and run.  

Whilst goes on, we get a roll of 1 for a heroic random bystander. I roll again 

and get a 1, a combat veteran. The lady manning the ice cream stall pulls out 

a submachine gun. Now here I tend to ignore any reaction roll saying she 
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won’t fire, because she’s come to our attention because she has fired. So I 

roll on her reaction and she fires unaimed automatic fire which catches the 

two wingmen. 

 

With dice shifts backwards and forwards, she gets d6 and at point blank range 

her submachine gun gets d8. She misses one of them but hits the second with 

a roll of 12.  

An even number hits his armour and at this range, penetrates it. He goes 

down. 

Move 9. The hawkman sergeant tosses his blasting charge in the direction of 

the ice cream stall, and the two other hawkmen pick up their friend and dive 

over the balustrade into the cloud and disappear.  

  

Thoughts on balance 

I decided not to ‘upgrade’ anybody. So nobody was hardwired or was using an 

Enhanced Sensory Array (A helmet giving all data on the situation so the 

wearer can ‘see round corners’ etc.) 

Within these parameters, the hawkmen were decent soldiers, well equipped 

with proper military firearms. The police are not soldiers and even a veteran 

police officer could be a green soldier when it comes to being shot at. Also 

they don’t have heavy military firearms. After all they don’t want too many 

people caught in the crossfire.  

You could tweak the police, assume they have been recruited from ex-

soldiers, or even give them more powerful weapons.  

You could also tweak it by saying the hawkmen have to gather 150,000 

credits, so they take longer and the police have more time to get established.  

Or you could just make sure you have more combat veterans retire to take on 

ice-cream concessions?  


